Whole School Approach to
Writing
At Anula Primary School we believe that the teaching and learning of writing
is a whole school commitment.
“Hearts and minds together to build a community of authentic writers.”
Lisa Keskinen

Our school believes the following about the teaching and learning of writing:










It should be timetabled daily.
Students must have choice.
It must cater for all abilities and diversities including EAL/D learners.
It should allow them to be successful at accessing the Australian Curriculum
Achievement Standards.
It should reflect student’s data.
It should be based on assessment and the QAAC cycle
It should involve whole class teaching, small group teaching, individual instruction,
independent learning, guided learning, Investigations and continual practice.
It should be linked authentically to other curriculum areas where appropriate.
Students should write for a purpose – to entertain, persuade and inform, rather than
text based.
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PEDAGOGICAL FRAMEWORK
At Anula Primary School our writing pedagogy is based on The Gradual Release of Responsibility model
(Pearson and Gallagher, 1983) and the Writer’s Workshop model (Graves and Keskinen).
The 6 + 1 Traits of Writing (word choice, organisation, ideas, sentence fluency, conventions, voice &
presentation), the Writing Process (prewrite, drafting, revising, editing & publishing) and the 7 Conditions
for Effective Writing ( room structure, time, expectation, demonstration, choice, response & evaluation)
are also essential components of our writing pedagogy.

The Gradual Release of Responsibility
The Gradual Release of Responsibility model involves the sequential use of effective teaching practices to
move students from a supportive context where the teacher has a high degree of responsibility for
demonstrating the creation of a text (such as modelling and sharing), to a more independent context
where the student takes on the responsibility of creating their own text (guiding and applying).
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The Writers Workshop Instructional Model
A successful writing program requires a daily block of time, with time allocated for explicit instruction on
selected aspects of writing, time for students to write independently and opportunities for students to
receive and provide feedback. (First Steps)

The table below shows the structure for the Writer’s Workshop session which Anula Primary School
teachers are expected to implement at least 3 times a week. The needs of the students will drive decisions
teachers make about how much time to spend on each component.

Whole Class
Choose 1
Teacher Led/Part

Reflection/Feedback

Writer’s Workshop Instructional Model
Modelled Writing
Shared Writing
Mini Lesson
Independent Writing (every child, every day)
Roving conferences
Interactive Writing
Guided Writing
Author’s Chair
Teacher always sits next to child, gives feedback first (models) and
records information on Roving Conference Sheet

15 mins

30 mins

15 mins
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Over a 10 week term, students at Anula Primary School will engage in Free Choice Writing for a period of 4
weeks and then move to Text Type Writing for 1 week. This process will then be repeated in the second
half of the term.

Sample Writing Term Overview
Week

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Reading/
Speaking &
Listening

Familiarise,
analyse and
unpack Text Type
1

Familiarise,
analyse and
unpack Text Type
2

Writing

Free Choice
Free Choice
Free Choice
Free Choice
Text Type 1
Writing Assessment 1 to
be completed
Free Choice
Free Choice
Free Choice
Free Choice
Text Type 2
Writing Assessment 2 to
be completed

Integration to other
learning areas e.g. HASS,
Science, The Arts, Health,
Walker Learning

6 + 1 Traits
Focus

At Anula we use the PIE Acronym – Persuade, Inform, Entertain and the PIE
Poster is to be displayed in all classrooms.
All 3 purposes for writing (Persuade, Inform & Entertain) must be covered
during the year as per Anula’s Whole School Writing Scope & Sequence.
The Scope and Sequence outlines what text types are explicitly taught and their
instructional sequence for all year levels from Transition to Year 6. The Scope
and Sequence was designed to best enhance scaffolding as students transition
from year to year.
All students are expected to complete 2 writing Text Type assessments per
term – except in Term 4 where only 1 is required due to the shorter term.
Students are also expected to complete pre and post assessments as explained on page 10 under
Assessments. All writing assessments will be used in writing confirming sessions held each term.
When teaching persuasive text types, Anula uses the
FOREST acronym to support students with their writing:
Our feedback protocol at Anula is 2 Stars and a Wish.
What are two things the student did well and what is
one thing they can work on? This protocol is to be used
for teacher/student feedback and peer feedback and
stamps have been provided to teachers to use when
giving feedback to students.
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6 + 1 Traits of Writing
At Anula we use 6 + 1 Traits of Writing which are based on more than 50 years of research. This research
reveals that all ‘good’ writing has six key ingredients—ideas, organisation, voice, word choice, sentence
fluency, and conventions. The plus one is presentation.
These key components provide teachers and students a common understanding for how to compose,
revise, and assess all types of writing. This shared vocabulary allows teachers and students to
communicate about the strengths and weaknesses in writing.
It's important to recognise the Six Traits are not a program. They are simply six words, six characteristics,
six ingredients inherent in strong writing.

The Writing Process

Students at Anula Primary School will develop their
understanding of the writing process and become
more confident writers through the process. During
the Writer’s Workshop students plan, draft, revise,
edit and publish a variety of texts that entertain,
inform and persuades an audience at their own pace.
They are given the freedom to write texts of their
choice and work through the writing process
individually.

7 Conditions for Effective Writing
Condition
Time

Choice

Summary

Actions @ Anula

• Students write about what they know or
what they are interested in.
• They choose the majority of their topics in
order to discover what moves them and
what they think about the topic.

• Allow students to select writing topics and
styles as much as possible.
• Teachers have their own Writer’s Notebook
that are used as a model for their writing
demonstrations
• Each student has their own Writer’s
Notebook.

• Provide adequate time for writing
• Provide students with the opportunity to
write at least 3 times per week
• Give students enough time to listen carefully
to a piece that is going somewhere
• Ensure adequate time for modelling writing
and student share time
• Begin each session by referring to Learning
Intentions and unpacking Success Criteria
with students
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• “What can I write about?’ topic lists with
possible text types
• Students’ writing on display showing a range
of topic and text types

Response

• Students share what they write with a
variety of audiences.
• Enable an effective writing community
where students help each other express
what is important to them.

• Provide regular time for students to share
their writing with each other (whole class,
small group and partner sharing)
• Teachers model and expect positive and
constructive comments in response to writing
• Students’ writing in reading area
• Roving conferencing notes
• Possible questions and ‘things to listen for
during share time’ lists displayed
• Response group and peer editing protocols
displayed

Demonstration • When teachers write with students, you

• Model writing for students regularly with a
clear teaching focus.
• Provide time for students to practice new
writing skills immediately after the
demonstration.
• Students and teacher modelled writing on
display
• Interactive writing is on display.
• Teachers have a designated space for
modelled/shared writing where each student
can clearly see the process.
• Writing process and 6 + 1 Traits posters
displayed in the classroom.

Expectation

• Teachers set high standards for themselves
and for their students
• Teachers set clear expectations through
modelling every element of the writing
process, including using writing resources
for editing and improving writing

• Expect yourself and your students to grow as
writers.
• Teachers have high expectations of writing
behaviours.
• Charts displayed, setting expectations - What
good Writers do? What do I do when I finish
writing? Editing procedures, Text Type
information, Response Aids, etc.
• Published teacher and student writing
displayed.
• Student writing goals

Room
Structure

• The writing routines in the classroom are
clear, predictable and consistent,
• Well before students begin to write, they
are well aware of the routines and
expectations.

• Teachers establish clear and consistent
routines during writing time.
• The classroom has a designated and practical
space for modelled/shared writing with an
alphabet chart on display/
• The classroom has an Author’s Chair.
• Writing tool kits are on student tables
(pencils, pens, paper, alphabet charts,
dictionaries, word lists, etc.)
•

show them what writing is for and how to
negotiate the journey from the beginning of
an idea to final copy.
• Teachers explain and demonstrate the
writing process and 6 + 1 Traits.
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• Charts are accessible as resources for writing
e.g. ‘Inspiring words and phrases gathered
from our reading’
• Classroom library includes teacher and
student published writing for students to
read.

Evaluation

• Students are able to talk about their writing
and how it is going.

• Students to participate in regular feedback
sessions and set individual goals for their
writing.
• Students regularly peer and self-assess their
writing.
• Teacher regularly conferences with students
and take assessment notes during roving
conferences and Author’s Chair.
• Teachers plot each student in their First Step
phase of writing and track growth during the
year.
• Teachers collect 7 pieces of writing for
assessment.
• Student writing is assessed systematically and
judgement is confirmed with other year level
teachers once a term.

PROGRAMMING EXPECTATIONS
At Anula Primary School teaching the Australian Curriculum English using First Steps, the Writing Process
and 6 + 1 Traits of Writing is an expectation. All teachers are expected to teach using The 6 + 1 Traits of
Writing and embed the Writing Process to ensure there is a common language and approach as to how
writing is taught at Anula.
Teachers programs must reflect the use of the 6 + 1 Traits of Writing and the Writing process. The
implementation of the whole school approach to writing is a staged roll out, designed for teachers to
gradually take on aspects of the writing approach with which they feel comfortable with.
All non-negotiable components are expected to be evident in programs. The other components of the
writing approach shall be rolled out gradually. Teachers are expected to use Anula’s English planning
template to program in and must include specific year level/s Australian Curriculum Achievement Standard
and NT EAL/D Learning Progressions.
Teachers are to program for first 5 weeks of term and then reflect on where they are at and plan the
remainder of the term. This enables teachers to have a dynamic program that is responsive and targeted
to their learners needs.
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NON-NEGOTIABLES
The following non-negotiables should be evident in your classroom:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All students and teachers will have a Writers notebook
What Good Writers Do poster displayed in the classroom
An Author’s Chair in the classroom
Modelled writing displayed either on clothes horse, photographed or stored digitally, provided students
have easy access to modelled writing samples.
Published writing in the reading area
Free choice writing and weekly text focus twice per term
2 text type writing assessments per term, except Term 4.
Pre and Post writing assessments per term.
All teachers implement the Writer’s Workshop instructional model for writing sessions.
Writing toolkits on student desks including an alphabet strip, thesaurus, dictionaries, oxford words for
my writing, conference questions, sight words M100W
Roving conferences – data to be collected and used to inform future teaching of writing
Writing process posters displayed (prewrite, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) in the classroom.
PIE (Persuade, Inform, Entertain) chart on display in the classroom
Word charts around the room
7 conditions for effective writing – Time, choice, response, demonstration, expectation, room structure,
evaluation.
Alphabet strip for teachers to refer to when modelling and engaged in interactive, shared and guided
writing.
All assessments carried out as per Anula Assessment Timelines for each year level.
Teachers use the provided planning templates and follow the Anula Writing Scope and Sequence.
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ANULA PRIMARY WHOLE SCHOOL WRITING SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
ODD YEAR
TERM 1
TRANSITION

TERM 2

TERM 3

TERM 4

Recount
Poetry

Information Report
Procedural Text - Recipe

Narrative
Recount

Letter Writing

YEAR 1/2

Poetry
Narrative (Fiction)

Narrative (traditional)
Recount

Procedure
Information Text

Persuasive Letter

YEAR 3/4

Persuasive Letter
Narrative (Traditional)

Advertisements/Arguments
Fables & Myths

Explanation Text
Information Report

Poetry

YEAR 5/6

Persuasive Advertisements
Narrative Biography

Narrative (Quick Genre Flicks)
Information Report

Explanation
Procedure

Poetry

TRANSITION

Recount
Poetry

TERM 1

EVEN YEAR
TERM 2

Information Report
Procedural Text

Narrative
Recount

TERM 3

TERM 4

Letter Writing

YEAR 1/2

Poetry
Narrative (Fiction)

Narrative (traditional)
Recount

Procedure
Information Text

Persuasive Letter

YEAR 3/4

Persuasive (Personal Opinion)
Narrative

Advertisements/Arguments
Historical Recount

Brochure
Information Report

Poetry

YEAR 5/6

Narrative – Autobiography
Persuasive Letter/Speech

Narrative (Quick Genre Flicks)
Informative Recount/News
Article

Explanation
Procedure

Poetry
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ASSESSMENT
First Steps Class Profile
At the start of the year teachers are expected to complete the First Steps Phases of Writing Class Profile for
their new class. The teacher makes predictions about each student’s phase of development based on the
Global Statements. Teachers are then able to use this information, together with their professional
judgement, to make an educated guess in each case. The initial predictions, recorded on a class profile
sheet, allow teachers to immediately begin linking assessment, teaching and learning. These predictions
can be used to begin selecting Major Teaching Emphases (MTEs) from appropriate phases for whole-class,
small-group or individual teaching. It is critical that teachers begin to collect data to confirm or amend their
initial predictions.
Year Level Writing Assessments
Each student from Transition – Year 6 will complete 7 mandatory writing tasks over the year that teachers
will analyse and assess against the achievement standard for that year level. The writing assessment tasks
will be decided by year level teaching teams and all students in that particular year level must complete
the same task. The writing tasks must align to Anula’s Writing Scope and Sequence to ensure the purpose
for writing is chosen for the assessment that will be taught during the term. Please see below for an
outline of the tasks:
Week 5
Week 10

Term 1
Task A
Task B

Term 2
Task C
Task D

Term 3
Task E
Task F

Term 4
Task G

Pre and Post Writing Assessments
Each term students will also complete a pre writing assessment at the start of the term and a post
assessment at the end of the term. There will be 4 different writing pre/post assessments and they will be
decided by year level teaching teams and all students in that particular year level must complete the same
task. These will involve a simple visual stimulus and then a timed writing assessment. The purpose of this
assessment is to track student growth in writing over time and measure the impact of our teaching. The
pre and post assessments will be assessed against the Anula Writing Progression Tool and will also be used
during confirming sessions.
Weeks 1-3
Weeks 8-10

TERM 1
Task 1 – Pre Test
Task 1 – Post Test

TERM 2
Task 2 – Pre Test
Task 2 – Post Test

TERM 3
Task 3 – Pre Test
Task 4 – Post Test

TERM 4
Task 4 – Pre Test
Task 4 – Post Test

Student writing samples will be analysed by teachers to assess student progress and effective teaching
practices. Each term, each year level team will participate in a confirming session, as per the QAAC cycle, to
confirm teacher judgement using the students’ writing samples to ensure consistent assessment and
reporting.
Assessment of writing is ongoing and teachers are not limited to just the mandatory writing assessment
tasks and should use other assessment tools to assist them in their assessment of student achievement.
All teachers are expected to conduct regular roving conferences and take observation notes during
Author’s Chair providing students with ongoing feedback to develop and improve their writing. Students
will also regularly be involved in peer assessment, as well as self-assessing their writing. They will use these
various forms of feedback to develop individual writing goals to further progress.
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Anula Primary School - Writing Progression Tool

Name:……………………………………………………………….…. Year Level:……………………………

Writing Task: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Category

Date:……………………….……

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Draws pictures and
symbols to convey
meaning.

Contains simple written
content that may or may
not make sense.

Shows basic awareness.
Short text easily read.

Contains enough
information for the reader
to follow.

Supports reader
understanding and
attempts to engage the
reader.

Supports and engages
the reader through
deliberate choice of text
specific language.

No evidence of any
structural components.

One component only.
Or components not
identifiable.
Ideas are unrelated OR
one brief, simple idea.

Text contains most of the
necessary structural
components.
Or has two well
developed components.
Ideas are supported with
some elaboration AND
contribute effectively to
the text.

Coherent, controlled and
complete text structure.

No evidence or
insufficient evidence

Two clearly identifiable
structural components.
Or all components
present but not fully
developed.
Ideas show some
development.
Ideas are connected.

Controls writer reader
relationship.
Establishes strong
credible voice.
Crafts writing to influence
reader by precise and
sustained language
choices and persuasive
techniques.
Takes readers’ values
and expectations into
account.

No evidence or
insufficient evidence

Devices are unclear or
confused.

Uses three or more
instances of text devices
that support the style of
text.

Symbols or drawings

Uses a small range of
simple, everyday words
and phrases from
personal vocabulary.

Mostly simple verbs,
adjective or nouns and /
or 2-3 precise words or
word groups.

Uses some devices that
are appropriate to the
style of text.
Use is effective but not
sustained (may also
include some ineffective
use)
Uses adverbs, adjectives
and/or precise words or
word groups to add
interest or detail.

Symbols or drawings

Links are missing or
incorrect. Short script.
Often confusing for the
reader

Some correct links
between sentences and
most referring words are
accurate. Reader may
need to re-read to clarify
meaning.

Audience

Text
Structure

Ideas

Text
Devices

Word
Choice

Cohesion

Controlled use of
cohesive devices support
reader understanding.
Meaning is clear on first
reading and text flows
well in a sustained piece
of writing

Ideas are generated,
selected and crafted to
explore a recognisable
theme or idea.
Ideas are skilfully used in
the delivery of the
storyline, theme and idea.
Devices are appropriate
to purpose and developed
and mostly controlled.

Ideas show insight,
originality and some
authority and/or reflection
on the wider world. Ideas
are deliberately selected,
effective and elaborated.

Sustained and consistent
use of precise words and
word groups that enhance
meaning or the mood
(may be errors in word
choice) May use idioms,
similes and metaphors.
A range of cohesive
devices is used correctly
and deliberately to
enhance reading and
support underlying
relationship. An extended,
highly cohesive piece of
writing showing continuity
of ideas and tightly linked
sections of text

A range of precise and
effective words and word
groups used in a natural,
fluent and expressive
manner. Deliberate and
sustained use of precise
word choice for effect.

Devices are appropriate
to purpose, deliberate,
controlled and effective
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Category

0

1

2

3

No use of paragraphing

Writing is organised into
paragraphs mainly
focused on a single idea
or is beginning to
separate writing into
chunks.

Paragraphing correctly
supports
text structure. Deliberately
structured to pace and
direct the reader’s
attention.

No evidence of sentences

Some correct sentences.

All paragraphs are
focused on one idea or
set of like ideas. At least
one paragraph is logically
constructed and contains
a topic sentence and
supporting detail
paragraphs are correct
but basic.
Correct sentences are
mainly simple and/or
compound sentences.
May contain run on
sentences with an
overuse of and or then.

No evidence of correct
punctuation

Correct use of capital
letters to start sentences
OR full stops to end
sentences.
At least one correct
sentence marker.

Some correct use of
sentence level
punctuation (at least 2
accurately punctuated
sentence, beginning, end)
OR one correctly
punctuated sentence
AND one other
appropriate punctuation
mark.

Single letters or strings of
letters that do not convey
meaning.

Some simple/high
frequency words spelt
correctly. Attempts to
spell words phonetically.
Less than 20 words
written.

Correct spelling of most
simple/high frequency
words.
Correct spelling of some
common words (at least
2)

Paragraphing

Sentence
Structure

Punctuation

Spelling

4

5

6

Most simple and
compound sentences are
correct (80%) and some
complex sentences are
correct. Meaning is
mostly clear.

Simple and compound
sentences are correct and
most complex sentences
are correct (80%).
Meaning is clear.

All sentences correct.
Uses a variety of different
sentences for effect.
Meaning is clear and
sentences enhance
meaning.

All sentences are correct.
Writing contains
controlled and well-crafted
sentences that express
precise meaning and are
consistently effective.

Sentence level
punctuation mostly correct
(minimum of 80% of 5
sentences
punctuated correctly)
AND some other correct
punctuation (two or more
examples of different
types of other
punctuation)
OR accurate sentence
punctuation with correct
noun capitalisation no
stray capitals and nothing
else used (4 or more
sentences)
Correct spelling of most
simple words.
Correct spelling of most
common words (at least
20)

All sentence punctuation
correct (no stray capitals)
Mostly correct use of
other punctuation
including noun
capitalisation
Provides enough markers
for smooth and efficient
reading
Provides adequate
markers to assist reading

Writing contains accurate
use of all applicable
punctuation
Provides precise markers
to pace and control
reading of the text

Correct spelling of simple
words.
Correct spelling of most
common words (at least
20)
Correct spelling of at least
2 difficult words.

Correct spelling of simple
words.
Correct spelling of most
common words (at least
20)
Correct spelling of at least
10 difficult words.

Correct spelling of all
words
Including correct spelling
of at least 10 difficult
words and some
challenging words.
At least 15 difficult words
if there is no challenging
words.

Teacher Notes:
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HANDWRITING
Students at Anula Primary School will be explicitly taught Victorian Modern Cursive Script in the Early
Years, as stated in the NTBOS Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Policy: Transition to Year 12. Read,
Write Inc. (RWI) uses an alternative font, and during RWI lessons it is imperative that teachers make the
connection to how the formation of letters vary from script to script.
Classroom posters, resources and teaching/learning aids may be in a variety of scripts/fonts so children are
exposed to varying forms.
The goal for teaching handwriting is for students to be able to write automatically for extended periods of
time in a legible, fluent style. To realise this goal, students need to develop foundational motor skills prior
to formal lessons. Formal handwriting lessons are developmentally sequenced across the year levels and
have consistent use of letter formation instruction.
In the Transition – Year 2, handwriting is based on foundational motor skills development and readiness.
Fine motor activities and pre-writing patterns are practised and refined to develop hand-eye co-ordination,
writing directionality and pencil manipulation. At Anula Primary School, students in Transition and Year 1
participate in the Read, Write, Inc. Program where mnemonics are taught for different sounds and letters.
Consistent language of instruction is used, and practised by students, to develop correct letter formations.
In Years 3-4, as students are ready, the joining of letters is taught. Connecting letters efficiently is the basis
for fluency and speed. Cursive writing connections are introduced in groups based on difficulty of
connections.
In Years 5-6 target correction and consolidation of skills so all upper and lowercase letters are written
automatically, for extended periods of time, with increased legibility and fluency.
YEAR LEVEL

MATERIAL

Year 2

Pre-writing and fine motor skills activities
RWI
24 mm dotted-thirds
RWI
18 mm dotted-thirds

Year 3

12-18 mm dotted-thirds

Year 4

12-14 mm dotted-thirds

Year 5 & 6

8 mm lined paper

Transition
Year 1

Further advice on handwriting is available on Learning Links through specific year level posters. A
supplementary handwriting booklet contains pre-writing patterns, letter formation language to use, as
well as where to start and finish forming letters which is necessary for fluent handwriting to develop.
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